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Executive summary 

Our key points of objection to the proposed new Exeter College building, on 
the former Ruskin College site, are: 
 

1) Extra height and impact on light 

 The Ruskin building is already extremely high and would not meet modern 
planning requirements so our homes are already short of light, even at 
maximum elevation of sun,  and our houses should not suffer the further 
deterioration that would result from this proposal.   

 Our independent daylight/sunlight analysis illustrates the impact (see 
diagrams enclosed).  Even (apparently) marginal deterioration in available 
light is a serious issue for local residents. 

 The buildings in the proposal should be scaled back so there is no increase in 
height; it is simply too overbearing, and overlooking, and is not suitable for a 
residential street in its current form. 

 The auditorium was presented in February 2013 as the same height as 
existing building.  Yet in the submitted plans it is 1.3 metres higher.  This will 
reduce light for the residents of 23-25 Worcester Place. 

2) Bicycle Stands 

 We are in favour of cycling wherever it is possible.  Our objections are: 

 1. Students will cycle the wrong way up Worcester Place ( a one-way street)  

 2. The on-street racks will give rise to disturbance to the residents directly 
opposite.  They are likely to be vandalised and use up highway that would 
otherwise be available for residents' parking. 

 Cycle storage should be provided within site using Walton Street entrance. 

3) Inconsistencies  in the presentations and the proposal 

 The two large high dormer windows are almost completely hidden in the 
visualisation (see  diagram 6 on page 9).  Why were they not displayed 
clearly? 

 We were told by Turnberry, Exeter’s consultants, that the cycle stands were 
proposed by the Highways authority.  Yet when we spoke to the transport 
case officer he told us that Exeter had requested  the cycle stands because 
there was no room within  the site.  

 The Auditorium increased in size after the initial presentations. 
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 We are very concerned about these inconsistencies and feel we must be 
allowed the opportunity to check the accuracy of the diagrams in order to 
understand precisely what is being proposed.  We have requested the 3d CAD  
data three times without success and with no satisfactory justification.  
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Exeter / 
Ruskin 

Worcester 
Place 

Richmond 
Road 

Light 

Shadow 

  This diagram represent the reduction in direct sunlight, during winter months, if 
the new building proposed by Exeter College (on the former Ruskin College site in 
Worcester Place and Walton Street) is approved. 

 The angles have been drawn at the section directly opposite 28 Worcester Place 
(referred to as “Section D” in Exeter’s plans).   

 The SJRA commissioned this analysis from a sun and shadow specialist consultancy 
and it is based on the Solar Noon Elevation angles. 

 We consider that the additional height should be scaled back. 

Key 
Blue line = shadow line of proposed Exeter building 
Red line = shadow line of existing Ruskin building 
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Diagram 1: Deterioration of direct light at highest point of day (Dec 21st) 

Source: Twenty16 Design Ltd 

Note: “Section D” 
is the line directly 
opposite 28 
Worcester Place  

December 21 

Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 14.80% 



Diagram 2: Deterioration of direct light at highest point of day  Sep - Dec 

Note: differential now 
reduced by smaller dormers 
(Section  D) 

Sep 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 38.05% 

Oct 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 26.75% 

Nov 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 17.95% 

Dec 21 
Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 14.80% 
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Source: Twenty16 Design Ltd 

Key 
Blue line = shadow line of 
proposed Exeter building 
Red line = shadow line of 
existing Ruskin building 



Jan 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 18.25% 

Feb 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 27.76% 

Mar 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 37.86% 

Apr 21 Highest point of day 
“noon” angle= 49.59% 

Note: differential now 
reduced by smaller dormers 
(Section  D) 

Note: differential now 
reduced by smaller dormers 
(Section  D) 
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Diagram 3: Deterioration of direct light at highest point of day  Jan - Apr 

Source: Twenty16 Design Ltd 

Key 
Blue line = shadow line of 
proposed Exeter building 
Red line = shadow line of 
existing Ruskin building 



Diagram 4: Deterioration of light for 4 Walton Street 

 The light deterioration for 4 Walton Street was presented to us using the 
diagrams above 

 
  The analysis is based on sunshine at Equinox when the impact on light is 
minimal yet the reduced hours of sun are very pronounced 

 
  This analysis should have been based on the winter months when light is 
most scarce 

 
This serves to demonstrate the impact of much increased height of the 
proposed building 
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Source: Turnberry 



Source: Turnberry 

 We are in favour of cycling wherever it is possible.  Our objections are: 
 

1. Students will cycle the wrong way up Worcester Place (a one-way street)  
 

2. The on-street racks will give rise to disturbance to the residents directly opposite, 
they are likely to be vandalised, and use up highway that would otherwise be available 
for residents' parking. 

 
Cycle storage should be provided within site using Walton Street entrance. We think 
the only safe solution is for Exeter to revise their proposal to create access for cycles 
via the front of the building, facing Walton street, where there is an entrance and the 
building could be redesigned to accommodate all 74 cycles.  
 
  Worcester Place is a one-way street with frequent traffic turning in from Walton 
Street “the entrance to Jericho from city centre”. 
  There is danger for cyclists cycling the wrong way up Worcester Place and emerging 
into Walton Street.  
 The local residents have no recollection of cyclists from Ruskin using Worcester Place. 

Diagram 5: Cyclists are likely to head towards one-way traffic 

Traffic 
turning 
in from 
Walton 
Street 

50 cycles  
Proposed on site 24 cycles proposed  

(by converting highway) 

Our recommended 
location (within site) 

http://www.google.co.uk/aclk?sa=L&ai=CfCkaH5_1UczvI4Sz-QbhyoEwgu6UpgO6lo_pdbnJq65eCAUQAigFUKDfvIP4_____wFgu460g9AKyAEHqQJni6y88s65PqoEJ0_Q9Ho4Rqm5xJZJDyspJzHeQemKA2GvKGKEJr6frtRrRUBunWcp7boFEwiWzJyaotO4AhWHFbQKHUhdAG7ABQXKBQCgBiaAB-Kl4xzgEr3M89W6naXCCw&rct=j&q=one way sign&ei=H5_1UdbAIYer0AXIuoHwBg&sig=AOD64_2Ad6EDyNp_ZNO3XHiGJLlb1sbd0A&ctype=5&sqi=2&ved=0CEgQwg8&adurl=http://rover.ebay.com/rover/1/710-134428-41853-0/2?ipn=icep&icep_id=67&mtid=1673&kwid=1&crlp=31551223986_563391&icep_item_id=330624942962&itemid=330624942962&icep_meta_categ_id=12576&icep_etrs=N&icep_epid=-999&icep_ctlg=-999&icep_cond=New&targetid=25330115769&rpc=0.07&rpc_upld_id=16431&device=c&icep_msku_flag=y&icep_cbt=n&adtype=pla
http://www.google.co.uk/aclk?sa=L&ai=CfCkaH5_1UczvI4Sz-QbhyoEwgu6UpgO6lo_pdbnJq65eCAUQAigFUKDfvIP4_____wFgu460g9AKyAEHqQJni6y88s65PqoEJ0_Q9Ho4Rqm5xJZJDyspJzHeQemKA2GvKGKEJr6frtRrRUBunWcp7boFEwiWzJyaotO4AhWHFbQKHUhdAG7ABQXKBQCgBiaAB-Kl4xzgEr3M89W6naXCCw&rct=j&q=one way sign&ei=H5_1UdbAIYer0AXIuoHwBg&sig=AOD64_2Ad6EDyNp_ZNO3XHiGJLlb1sbd0A&ctype=5&sqi=2&ved=0CEgQwg8&adurl=http://rover.ebay.com/rover/1/710-134428-41853-0/2?ipn=icep&icep_id=67&mtid=1673&kwid=1&crlp=31551223986_563391&icep_item_id=330624942962&itemid=330624942962&icep_meta_categ_id=12576&icep_etrs=N&icep_epid=-999&icep_ctlg=-999&icep_cond=New&targetid=25330115769&rpc=0.07&rpc_upld_id=16431&device=c&icep_msku_flag=y&icep_cbt=n&adtype=pla


These appear to be “Ghost” 
dormer windows. 
Why are they so hard to see 
in this visualisation? 

“Ghost” dormers” 
(with lines drawn 
in by SJRA) 

These dormer 
windows are 
high and  
large and will 
be very 
prominent 
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Diagram 6: “Ghost” dormer windows are very hard to see in the 
visualisations 

Source: Turnberry 



Diagram 7:  There is much more glass in windows overlooking 
our houses  
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Source: Turnberry 

2. The windows 
in the new 
sections are 
much larger 
than those in 
the original 
building. 

  

3.  The roof has been cut 
away to provide a balcony 
which overlooks our 
houses and serves to 
improve light within 
Exeter’s building 

1. These two 
dormer 
windows are 
significant and 
should have 
featured clearly 
on the 
visualisations 

 The dormers 
should be made 
less prominent 
with recessing or 
parapets. 



Diagram 8: Three of the eight dormer windows have been reduced 

Source: Supplementary Planning Document July 3rd 2013, Oxford City planning & Turnberry  
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 Turnberry advised on July 23rd 
that the three dormer windows 
in the middle section (Section D) 
will be reduced in size 

 
 We acknowledge this small 
improvement but the SJRA is not 
satisfied with the impact of 
forward placing and with 
remaining dormers windows 
that remain unchanged 

 
 
 



Source: Turnberry 

Diagram 9: The auditorium increased in height 

The auditorium was originally  presented as the same height as existing buildings .   
 
Yet in the submitted plans it is 1.3 metres higher.  This would reduce light for the 
residents of 23, 24 and 25 Worcester Place 
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This diagram was 
presented by Turnberry in 
February 2013 clearly 
indicating no increase in 
height 

The planning application, 
as presented to residents 
on June 10th 2013, includes 
an extra 1.3 metres of 
height. 



Visualisation http://public.oxford.gov.uk/online-applications/files/C7712F75AFC3F916244D7D179FB393B4/pdf/13_00832_FUL-
VISUALISATION_BOOKLET-1358099.pdf 

Picture taken 

May 26th 2013 

C Johnson 

Comparison 

Adjusted for three reduced 
dormer windows 

The view facing east along Worcester Place 
 

Note: We have asked Turnberry whether the visualisations represent verified views 
or artists impressions 13 

Diagram 10: Visualisation vs Comparison , Worcester Place 
eastwards 



Visualisation http://public.oxford.gov.uk/online-applications/files/C7712F75AFC3F916244D7D179FB393B4/pdf/13_00832_FUL-
VISUALISATION_BOOKLET-1358099.pdf 

Picture taken 

May 26th 2013 

C Johnson 

Comparison 

The view facing west from the junction of Worcester Place and 
Walton Street 

 

Note: We have asked Turnberry whether the visualisations  represent verified 
views or artists impressions 
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Diagram 11: Visualisation vs Comparison , Worcester Place from 
Walton Street 



Visualisation http://public.oxford.gov.uk/online-applications/files/C7712F75AFC3F916244D7D179FB393B4/pdf/13_00832_FUL-
VISUALISATION_BOOKLET-1358099.pdf 

Picture taken 

May 26th 2013 

C Johnson 

The view facing south from the junction of Richmond Road and 
Walton Street 

 

Note: We have asked Turnberry whether the visualisations  represent verified 
views or artists impressions 
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Diagram 12: Visualisation vs Comparison , from Walton Street and 
Richmond Road junction  

Comparison 



The elevation height opposite Worcester Place would be 
increased significantly 

Source: Oxford City Council planning website 
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Diagram 13: Elevation comparison shows much increased height 

Key 
Red line = height of proposed Exeter building 
Blue line = height of existing Ruskin building 

Existing 

Proposed 

Proposed 

Existing 

These dormer windows 
appear to be higher than 
the existing building 

Ruskin Existing 

Exeter Proposal 



Worcester Place residents wrote to the Oxford Times.  This 
letter was published on May 30th 2013 

May 30th 
Diagram 14: Letter published in The Oxford Times 
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